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About This Game

Plot

Black River is a Survival-Horror RPG where you ultimately have to turn the table on those who want to harm you. It is not about
escaping the village of Black River, it's about putting an end to its misery.

Play as Leah, a young woman who wakes up in a mysterious village with no recollection of how she came to be there. Sooner
than later she realizes every horror thought to never be encountered are there to haunt her. Something sinister hides behind the

curtains of Black River, shed light on it and triumph over it.

Features

- Explore a dark, atmospheric village haunted by unnameable creatures.

- Discover the secrets of Black River, down to the deepest flaws of it's very villagers.

- Stay alive.

- Music by:
http://steamcommunity.com/id/geoffmooremusic/
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Title: Black River
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Thorne Games
Publisher:
Thorne Games
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017
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This game is a mediocre nuclear throne clone. If it was a free flash game online somewhere, it might be worth playing, but as a
game which is purchased and on steam, it is not good. It is way too slow, Oh My God it is slow, a lot of stuff is broken, as far as
I can tell every character is fish but if you play as the roach a giant monster which is just a bad big dog is on every level, there
are like 6 weapons, there is no progression, and literally everything is a bad copy of nuclear throne. World two is literally just
the sewers but bad. Once I figured out how to actually play this game I 'looped' on my first run. There might be items, but they
do not work unless it looks like the player were to use an xbox controller, and I am not willing to find my xbox controller to
make a bad copy of nuclear throne work a little bit better.

I am not asking for a refund on this game because I have hope. Nuclear throne is one of my favorite games of all time, I was
hopeful this would breathe some new life in to my love of nuclear throne and it did do that. This game reminded me of how
good nuclear throne is and how mediocre this game is both in comparison and in general. I am hopeful for the future though, the
developers are active and seem like they might actually be interested in making a good game.

Edit: It looks like a game called massive is literally the same game but maybe a little better from the same devs, in early access,
with the same textures, and at the same price, so like, they might just be a money grab? I am not sure though. Just do not buy
this game.. Basically the Japanese 5 Disc Soundtrack release that comes out in about a week but half the price and no import
fees. The fact it's in the original source format and not compressed is appreciated :D Someone at Capcom is an audiophile lol

Every track seems to be in here, and it even has dynamic versions of the main battle themes. So if you suck at the game and
want to feel like you got to an SSS rank, you can :D

Only con is Subhuman as usual lmao. Esea is more of a solution for gamers who are at the highest tier of the MM ranking
system and want to go futher. ESEA is also a solution for gamers who want 128 tick servers, better matchmaking, and a better
ranking system. I recommend ESEA.. This was the first game I ever played when I was 8. It is GREAT! 10/10 - Oldy but still a
goody.. I've played many of the "Choice of Games" and this one is one of my favorites. It's short and sweet and does the western
theme well. I felt satisfied with all of my choices and all the characters were quite entertaining.. It's a really fun game and i love
that it's physics based and made by landfall :D If you can get some friends to play with you will get a even better experience
playing the game but still works to just play with randoms. Or find some friends on the game forum! :D 9/10. unfinished left
game. Well, I am really disapointed with the third part.
1 & 2 were more focused on surival, loot and story
But this one looks like a shooter. "Call of Aliens". Seriously -_-
To much enemies. Really stressing ufff

I dont recommend this one. Sorry
Loved many the first two parts

5/10. Nostalgia game of Bomberman from 2006 on psp :P

the knocking shuld be disabled but still amazing game :D LOVE IT!!!. The game is not very good, but the story lives up to the
rest of the series. If you're playing them all, it's not bad enough to skip it.
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Some of these reviews are just plain silly, specifically where his only complaint is it has a tutorial that you have to do before you
can play compaign. I'll tell you right now being a few misions into the campaign, you won't undersand the details of this game
had you been able to skip the tutorial.

I would desribe this game as a stategy\/puzzle game where you're to come up with the best plan to manage your resources and
please(or displease) the gods to successfully complete an objective for each campaign mission. I briefly explain each:

*Resources - Your resources basically come down to the people, grain, gold, and stone. You want to usually build a city first
because these will keep your population respawning. You use your population to gain your grain and stone. This is really the
KEY thing you need to understand to really understand this game, your people are a RESOURCE and sacrifice themselves for
other resources. So if you need stone, you have a person dig down into stone, they die, you get stone. As long as you have a city
more people with respawn so its worth to sacrifice them to plant builds and get stone(plus less the population, the less people
there are to consume grain.

*Gods - There are two gods. The first, you make him happy by having a higher churches built: to population ratio. When you do
this and he's happy the water level will lower, when you have more people than churches the water rises. An example of when to
use this is if you need to get across a sea, you make him happy, lowering the water level, allowing you to walk across the seabed.
The Second god goes off of how many shrines you have built. Having more built will start to cause an ice age freezing
everything other, and eliminating them warms things up. An example of using this is to freeze a body of water to walk across it
to get to your objective.

And that's the basics of the game! It is a really interesting and fun game when you understand this and figure out the best way to
use it. It is a bit of a thinking man's game, and honestly I think that's where a some of these short gametime\/short attention-
spanned reviews come from.

If you want to try a fun, interesting, and unique approach to a strategy\/puzzle game where you may have to think some, definity
give it a try. :). I'm Ruben, and this is my favourite game on Steam. Voodoo Vince was a blast when I first played it on the
original Xbox and it is just as fantastic today. The characters are hilarious with great voiceovers and the world is wonderfully
creative and colorful. This game is definitely worth a try, especially if you are in to games from companies like Rare software..
played a match in MP

stalemate for 4 hours

10/10 accuracy. Quite a short stand alone for the NEKO-NIN exHeart focuses on the character of Nachi (I am useful, trust
me...). There is not much to say, If you liked the original game, consider this a bite sized dessert. It´s short, it´s about Nachi and
it continues where the original left us. That´s more than enough for me.

Also, the 18+ is free this time around.. This is the best game i played this year
-no bugs
-no glitches
-many secrets to find
-the big amout o levels which is 8 and trust me, that's a lot
-many weapons to select
-many enemies to defeat
-many achievements to unlock
-no microtransactions and dlcs to pay for
-music is amazing
there isn't a single flaw in this game, when buying this game you should buy also a copy for your friends and aditional 10 copies
in case of meeting new people. The graphic isn't really bad, simple and it's fun. Unfortunately, there is some problem when I'm
trying to mortage or build a house. I tried to build a house on Vatican, clicked it few times and nothing happen. I need to do this
few more times until the house is finally builded. I'm sure it's not my mouse problem.
Another problem is this game makes my computer hot even I tried to lower the setting. I've played a game (Tales Series) which
have a better graphic, 3D too, and it doesn't make my computer hot when it's on lowest graphic setting. FYI, my computer is i5,
4 RAM, Nvidia 720M.
I'm sorry I can't recommend this game. But I will still playing the Android version because there is no problem and fun to play..
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I was about 20 minutes into the movie and checked to see that there was still almost 2 hours left.
I expected this was going to go by very slowly.
Next time i checked the time it had about 15 minutes left.
I was sad because i wanted more.
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